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1Some slide uses video and animation
Best screenshot attached in PDF version  



Ultrahigh energy cosmic rays
― UHECR @ ~1020 eV
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Added to 
https://www.hap-astroparticle.org/184.php

UHECR

1020 eV  ~ 10 million times 
energetic than LHC reaches 

= 16 joules (macroscopic!)
~ (1 kg) x (9.8 m/s2) x (1.6 m)
packed in a single nucleus

CERN
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Air shower phenomenon included by UHECR 
Auger
surface detector

Telescope Array (TA)
fluorescence detectors 

Pierre Auger Observatory (~3000 km2)

● UHECR induces “air showers” that can be measured by 
optical means or particle detectors on the ground

● Telescope Array (TA; USA) Experiment and Pierre Auger 
Observatory (Argentina) are operated on the ground  

S.J. Sciutto (AIRES simulation) Animation used
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1018 eV                 1019 eV                   1020 eV

What we (don’t) know 
about UHECRs today

UHECR (>1020 eV)  
~few in km2 millennium 

1020 eV

Simulated trajectory UHECR trajectory in our Galaxy (M. Takeda)

UHECR arrival direction distribution by combined data 
jointly reported by TA and Auger (ICRC Conference 2021)



1. EUSO-TA: installed at Telescope Array site, 
Utah, USA in 2013

2. EUSO-Balloon (2014): Timmins, Canada

3. TUS (2016): Russian Lomonosov Satellite 

4. EUSO-SPB1 (2017): from Wanaka, New 
Zealand on NASA’s super-pressure balloon 

5. Mini-EUSO (2019ー):  
International Space Station (ISS) 

6. EUSO-SPB-2 (NASA) (2023)

7. K-EUSO (2023+): ISS

8. POEMMA (2025+): Two NASA free-flier satellites 

MINI-EUSO
(2019−)

EUSO-TA (2013-)

EUSO-Balloon (2014)
EUSO-SPB1  (2017)
EUSO-SPB2 (2023)

30-40 km

POEMMA

TUS

JEM-EUSO Program
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EUSO-TA

TUS

~ 500km
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https://youtu.be/QGE7IjAwyzI

Cosmonauts mounting Mini-EUSO on ISS window

Roscosmos / Energia (https://youtu.be/lXedBGVHc4o)
Cosmonaut Oleg Skripochka in the ISS Zvezda module

Animation used

Animation usedVideo used

https://youtu.be/lXedBGVHc4o


ELVES

Direct 
cosmic ray 50Hz city light

Simulated
air shower

xenon ground 
flashers

Meteors

City light

CloudsLightnings

Lightning

60Hz fishing  boat light

Light curves of Mini-EUSO’s observable events
2.5 μs  &  0.32 ms sampling      continuous 41 ms

Earth emission

Those events will act as background for air shower detection



Superluminal rings >>100km radius
 
Upper atmospheric lighting releases electromagnetic 
wave which heats the ionosphere 

About 400 μs Overall duration
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ELVES__transient luminous events

1 frame = 2.5 µs FOV ~ 340 km × 340 km
        ~ 44° × 44° 

Animation used



9From L. Marcelli
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Clouds and moonlight reflection from Earth’s surface

Auxiliary visible-band camera 
(1 frame = 3 s)

1 frame = 41 ms FOV ~ 340 km × 340 km 

Animation used Animation usedAnimation and 
video used



Mini-EUSO transit above populated areas in Europe

Orbital speed ~ 7.66 km/s

Animation used
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UV light map of Poland (2019/11/19)
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Meteor observation by Mini-EUSO and DIMS at Utah

Mini-EUSO (1 frame = 41 ms) Ultrahigh sensitivity CMOS camera on Telescope Array site  
(30 fps; real time) 

Interdisciplinary objectives: 
Search for very fast meteors of extra-Solar system origin and even faster meteor-like events 
with heavy compact matter (dark matter candidate) origin 

Animation used



Animation used
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EUSO-SPB2 balloon flight and 
K-EUSO & POEMMA missions

K-EUSO on ISS 

EUSO-SPB2 (2023) to launch 

EUSO-SPB1 launch (Wanaka, New Zealand, 2017: 
NASA,  https://youtu.be/VaPbQFRAVcs)

POEMMA on two free-flier satellitesPhoto-detector module

Video used

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaPbQFRAVcs&t=30
https://youtu.be/VaPbQFRAVcs


● Nature and origin of UHECRs are yet unsolved problems that 
require substantially different approach such as JEM-EUSO 

● MIni-EUSO have been running over 2 years on the ISS for studies 
of the background light for the future space-based UHECR 
observation and other interdisciplinary objectives

● In the JEM-EUSO program, the launch of EUSO-SPB2 is foreseen 
in 2023, and K-EUSO and POEMMA missions would be followed 

Summary
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UV light map of PolandBiałystok

Dziękuję za uwagę! 

Thank you for  your attention!


